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Editor’s 
Notes

The “red hot writers” at right were 
produced by Chase S. Gilbert. 

These Smith-Corona portables from 
various decades have been copper-plat-
ed, chrome-plated, gold-plated, and 
decorated in the style of popular art-
ists. You can see more at kasbahmod.
com. Do I approve? Most deinitely! 
There is no question here of wrecking 
a rare antique, as the machines Gilbert 
modiies are common and (all too of-
ten) overlooked and unloved. These 
treatments, like hotrodding an old 
car, are an expression of love for the 
machines and bring out their beauty. I 
personally covet the chrome machine. 

±
 Speaking of which, some IBMs 
were chromed at the factory, it seems. 
Jack Knarr’s chrome Selectric is being 
joined by this shiny Model 12, made 
in Germany, from the late Tilman El-

ster’s collection.

±
 This is our last issue of 2011. Please 
resubscribe for 2012, including the 
100th issue of ETCetera, which I prom-
ise to make as dazzling as I can. Our 
price remains the same, and payment 
information can be found in the left 
column of this page. 
 Qwerty holidays to all!
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This early and primitive looking 
index typewriter always intrigued 

me, with its stacked disks rising up, its 
dark and gloomy appearance, and its 
great rarity.
 With the recent addition of a 
McLoughlin Brothers Typewriter to 
my collection, I have now been able 
to explore the quality and elegant sim-
plicity of this typewriter.
 In comparing my McLoughlin with 
Tony Casillo’s McLoughlin, we were 
surprised to notice how many difer-
ences there are between them. It had 
been known that there were two ver-
sions of the McLoughlin. Jos Legrand 
spoke about this in 1986 (Kwbl 3.4, 
April, pp. 42-45): “The two machines 
shown here difer in many details but 
a comparison would only make sense 
if all other known McLoughlins of the 
clan could be included.” With the clan 
now numbering eight, 
it seems an opportune 
time to examine the 
diferences between 
the two known ver-
sions and to present 
a fresh look at the 
McLoughlin Broth-
ers Typewriter.
 The McLoughlin 
Brothers have a pres-
tigious history and 
are well known today 
by game and book 
collectors. They be-
gan business in 1828 
as publishers in New 
York City, pioneering 
the use of color print-
ing technologies in 

children’s books. John McLoughlin, Jr. 
founded the company and determined 
its creative path. In 1855 he made his 
younger brother Edmund a partner. 
The following year the irm published 
a wide range of items including cheap 
pocket books, large folio picture 
books, linen books, puzzles, games, 
and paper dolls. In 1920, McLough-
lin Brothers ceased game production 
when the division was sold to Milton 
Bradley, but the company continued to 
publish picture books and a successful 
line of mechanical paper dolls called 

“Jolly Jump-Ups” until 1951.
 The McLoughlin Brothers are 
considered the preeminent American 
children’s book and game makers of 
the late 19th century and today their 
board games represent many of the 
earliest and most valuable American 
collectible board games.

 Luckily for us collectors, the 
McLoughlin Brothers also produced a 
typewriter. When it appeared on the 
market in 1884, it sold for $10. A hefty 
sum, but far less than the $100 cost of 
a keyboard typewriter. It has the dis-
tinction of being the irst typewriter 
marketed for children. The one ele-
ment that clearly its the toy criteria 
is the alphabetical order of the letters 
on the index dial. However, it is a sol-
idly built machine, with a one-piece 
hardwood base and cast and machined 
parts, and was therefore made to the 
standards of the few contemporary 
adult index typewriters.
 The McLoughlin Brothers also 
wanted adults to buy their typewriter. 
The manual (in the Clark collection) 
boasts that “Businessmen will ind 
this Type-Writer invaluable for corre-
spondence, circulars, etc.”

 According to the 
company’s general 
catalogue of 1886, 

“Although especially 
designed for young 
people, its practical 
perfection as a ma-
chine, its low price, 
simplicity and thor-
ough reliability in 
the work it turns out, 
make it desirable 
alike to professional 
men, clergymen, busi-
ness men, &c., &c., 
who would occasion-
ally use a machine if 
they had one, but do 
not think it advisable 
to purchase one at a 

THE

by Martin Howard
antiquetypewriters.com

Photographs by Tony Casillo and Martin Howard

McLoughlin Bros. factory as shown in 
their 1886 catalogue (cover at left)

McLoughlin Bros. typewriter, Casillo collection
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high price.” (The full page advertise-
ment can be seen at my website.)
 There is some ambiguity over the 
precise name of the typewriter. Where-
as on the cover of the McLoughlin man-
ual it is “The McLoughlin-Rapid Type-
Writer,” at the bottom of the page it is 
simply the “McLoughlin Type-Writer.” 
Inside the manual it is referred to as 
the “Rapid Type-writer” and again the 

“McLoughlin Type-Writer.” An ad in 
the October 1885 Ladies’ Home Journal 
(Kerschbaumer coll.) boldly presents 
“The New Rapid Type Writer.” The ac-
tual name on the dial of the typewriter, 

“McLoughlin Bro’s Typewriter,” should 
probably be taken as the oicial name. 
It seems likely that “Rapid” was used 
as a descriptor and then picked up and 
used in some advertisements.

Using the McLoughlin

 To type, the handle is rotated to 
select a character, including the arrow 
symbol, which gives a space. When the 
handle is then depressed the carriage 
assembly, which is hinged on the front 
horizontal bar, sinks down, bringing 
the type disk into contact with the pa-
per. The escapement engages the rack 
on the very front rail.
 The type disk (below) has electro-
typed copper characters. Inking is ac-
complished with two felt rollers.

 Here is a colorful description from 
the manual. “The method of printing 
is so simple that a child can operate 
it without instruction, as the move-
ment is similar to the hand organ, as 
you simply turn the crank and grind 
out the words by the yard if neces-
sary” (Clark coll., McLoughlin man-

ual). “Grind out the words” is an apt 
description as the spring used for the 
printing assembly is overly strong, and 
requires a good push to depress. To 
make matters worse, the amount of 
push required increases signiicantly 
as the distance to the fulcrum lessens, 
for instance when the lever is moved 
around to the six o’clock position. In 
the hands of an adult, the McLoughlin 
would have been laborious and in the 
hands of a child, hard to imagine.
 The typewriter came with type 
disks, which are easily changed with 
the loosening of one screw. “These 
writing machines are packed in cases, 
complete with Type Disks, pads, &c., 
and there are no additional charges 
to be paid” (Clark coll., McLoughlin 
manual).

Comparing the two McLough-
lins

 The major diference between the 
two McLoughlins is the method of 
aligning the type. One uses holes in 
the type disk, which are engaged by 
a pin when the disk descends during 
printing, making use of a coil spring. 
The type disk on the other one has 
a notched edge, which engages with 
a vertical blade to give correct align-
ment and uses a single leaf spring (im-
ages 1a & 1b, 2a & 2b).
 Diferences can also be noted with 
the spring-loaded paper-handling arm 
and the ixed paper guide positioned 
behind the platen. It is interesting to 
see that both spring-loaded arms are 
connected to the platen with gears, a 

seemingly over-engineered feature 
(images 3a & 3b).
 The platens of the Howard, Casillo, 
Clark, and Gehring McLoughlins are 
constructed of tightly wound paper 
over a metal shaft, not rubber (as stat-
ed in Adler) or leather as stated by the 
1892 #8 Phonographic World: “The pa-
per is inserted over a leather-covered 
roller at back” (Kerschbaumer coll.). 
These other materials may have been 
used, but have not been seen at the 
writing of this article. 
 It is interesting to compare two 
diferent period illustrations of the 
McLoughlin. One shows a third disk 
positioned under the type disk and 
the index disk (p. 5, bottom left). With 
an opening at the printing point, this 
third disk is clearly an ink guard. The 
other ad (p. 5, bottom right) shows what 
all known McLoughlins look like, a 
two-disk version with no ink guard. In 
fact there is no need for an ink guard, 
as the central shaft that supports the 
disks is pitched at an angle, allowing 
only one side of the type disk to make 
contact with the paper when typing. 
Perhaps a McLoughlin will show up 
one day with this guard in place, or 
maybe the ink guard only appeared on 
the patent drawings; however, no pat-
ent drawings have been found to cor-
roborate this. ±

I am grateful to Bert Kerschbaumer and 
Jos Legrand for generously sharing their 
McLoughlin typewriter iles, to Dennis 
Clark for his kind efort in providing the 
McLoughlin typewriter manual, and to 
Tony Casillo for the discussions about and 
the photographs of his McLoughlin Broth-
ers typewriter.

Known McLoughlin Brothers 
Typewriters (no serial numbers)

Casillo USA notched type disk
Gehring  USA notched type disk 
Rauen  x2 USA both versions
Howard Canada holed type disk
Barbian Germany holed type disk
Clark USA holed type disk
Royal Scottish 
Museum Edinburgh holed type disk
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1a (Howard) 1b (Casillo)

�a (Howard) �b (Casillo)

�a (Howard) �b (Casillo)
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Ephemera by Peter Weil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Making It

Our discovery of typewriters in antique malls, at open-air lea 
markets, or on eBay is just the latest chapter in the lengthy bi-

ographies of these machines. he irst chapter for each is written by a 
typewriter factory. 
 hese factories, originally in America and Europe, creatively 
solved many of the challenges of making these extremely complex 
mechanical devices. he obstacles were embodied in the need for ad-
equate precision to get letters to form legible words and sentences on 
paper. Typewriter companies were primary creators of industrial pro-
cesses that many of us think of as “modern.”� Ephemera are windows 
through which we can observe these process that created our surviv-
ing typewriters.� he ephemera presented here today include origi-
nal photographs and images from journal and magazine articles and 
typewriter trade catalogs. All are extremely rare in that few images of 
manufacturing processes were made, perhaps because the typewriter 
companies regarded most aspects of their manufacturing processes 
to be proprietary secrets that gave them competitive advantages. Of-
ten, especially in the highly competitive period before World War I, 
a company might allow the publication of a picture of a drill press or 
other large machine, providing no clear statement as to the machine’s 
role in making the typewriter. Another factor in this lack of image 
clarity was that the typewriter manufacturers thought that in a time 
of ebullient enthusiasm about the industrial age, a photograph of a 
machine in a factory alone spoke volumes of the quality of the com-
pany. his is true even in the cases in which the companies allowed 
or encouraged the publication of images of steps in the manufactur-
ing of their typewriters. In these articles, many important steps were 
not presented. Even when images are included, oten the actual role 
of a machine in the production process is not clearly visible in the 

image. For example, in a �905 
article about the making of the 
Remington #6 and related de-
signs that was written with the 
support of the manufacturer, 
an image of a large machine, 
impressive still for both its size 
and its complexity, is included 
and is reproduced here.� A spe-
ciic production activity is not 
seen in the image. However, 
the accompanying text does 
explain its function as a tech-
nological marvel to drill many 
diferent holes at the same time 
through parallel drilling on 

�. he keystone of such discussions is typewriter collector Donald Hoke’s Ingenious 

Yankees: he Rise of the American System of Manufactures in the Private Sector (New 

York: Columbia University Press, �979).

�. I very much appreciate the contributions of ideas and images from Bob Aubert, 

Dennis Clark, Bert Kerschbaumer, Ed Neuert, and Herman Price. I also want 

to thank Cornelia Weil for her editorial assistance. Previous articles in ETCet-

era on aspects of typewriter manufacturing include Bob Aubert’s “Window on 

Blickensderfer” (November, �988, no. 5, pp. 4-6), Darryl Rehr’s “Precision at the 

Hammond Factory” (March �993, no. ��, pp 4-5), and the author’s “Ephemera” 

(Bar-Lock Factory, June, �009, no. 86, pp. �4-�5) and “Ephemera” (Remington 

Field Day, June, �0�0, no. 90, pp. 8-�0).

3. “A [Remington] Typewriter A Minute”, Scientiic American, vol. XCII, no. �0, 

March ��, �905, p. �97.

any of several diferent parts, including the frame or “base” parts, 
through the rotation of the circle of heads seen at the top. 
 Moreover, perhaps because of technological and cost limitations 
on the reproduction of images, the characteristics of production pro-
cesses are oten poorly visible. hese problems of image quality could 
be overcome with high-qsuality engravings, as we see in this one il-
lustrating the testing and inal stage alignment of typebars on the 
Remington #� and #4.4 But the costs of such engravings meant that 
relatively few of them were ever made. Taking all this into account, 
we nonetheless are privileged to have so many surviving images of 
typewriter manufacturing to help inform us about the creation of our 
machines. 

 Typewriter manufacturers varied signiicantly in the processes 
they used, due primarily to diferences in the design of their products 
and in the number of typewriters they produced. A good example of 
this variation was the process of the Blickensderfer Manufacturing 
Co. Blick’s designs did not include any of the many typebars that re-
quired several stages of testing and alignment required by such compa-
nies as Oliver and Remington, and the company never produced any-
thing near the volume of typewriters of those makers. Blick’s process 
involved fewer stages and each assembly worker usually built a larger 
portion of each typewriter. his resulted in a simpler overall inal in-
spection, as may be seen5 in this �9�� image of the last stage of the pro-
duction of a Blickensderfer #6. While Blick was more successful and 
produced far more typewriters, the Postal company’s relatively small 
number of production stages was similar. Moreover, smaller makers 
were more likely to outsource the manufacturing of some parts, such 
as large steel castings used for “bases” or frames and even smaller parts, 
such as bells and 
keys. In contrast, the 
production process-
es of more successful 
manufacturers usu-
ally included more 
stages. he greater 
number of stages 
oten included the 
production of more 

4. From P.G. Hubert’s �888 he Typewriter: Its Growth and Uses. 

5. his and other images showing the Blickensderfer manufacturing process are 

from “Rana Gerump Says: Typewriter for Out of Doors as Well as for Oice,” he 

Guide to Nature, v. 6, no 4, August �9�3, pp. ii-xi; Ed Neuert Collection and the 

Stamford Historical Association (www.stamfordhistory.org/ph_0303.htm) .
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parts and sub-assemblies, which, in turn, required greater numbers 
of managers, sub-managers, and more specialized workers. Moreover, 
there was a trend throughout the history of typewriter manufactur-
ing to mechanize an increasing proportion of the production tasks. 
With that trend, a greater emphasis was placed on the skills of work-
ers, and their salaries tended to be above those of other workers in 
their towns. With all this variation, the stages still can be legitimately 
summarized in sequence as design, parts production, the making of 
sub-assemblies, assembly of parts and sub-assemblies together, and 
testing and inal adjustment. he early stages are the least represented 
in images and the last two stages the most. 
 he design stage 
is diicult to illus-
trate because of its 
creative nature and 
the paucity of im-
ages showing even 
its location. he one 
presented here is of 
the design room of 
the Corona Type-
writer Company in 
�9�4, and the man 
on the let is probably Otto Petermann, the primary designer of the 
Standard Folding # � and the Corona # � and # 4.6 
 Casting of frames 
and larger parts was 
oten done at the 
typewriter factories 
of larger companies, 
like Remington, and, 
even when iron cast-
ing was outsourced, 
brass casting might 
also be done in-
house, as in the case of Oliver. Here, we see in �905 the use of a large 
Tabor-brand hot metal casting ma-
chine (“molding machine”), one of 
�� used in the Remington factory 
(Ilion, N.Y.) to make iron parts for 
the #6 and related models.� 
 Parts manufacturing encom-
passed several diferent sub-stages, 
depending on the manufacturer, 
but most included a stamping and 
forming area that was primar-
ily mechanized from early in the 
history of typewriter production. 
he machines used sheet steel as a 
source and stamped and formed a 
wide variety of parts ranging from 
key and type levers to spacing le-
vers. For example, at the Oliver fac-
tory at Woodstock (Ill.) in �9��, 

6. See Darryl Rehr’s overview of Petermann’s role in the history of Standard Fold-

ing and Corona, “he Man Who Created the Corona 3,” ETCetera, no. ��, June, 

�990, cov. + pp. 3-5.

7. From “A [Remington] Typewriter A Minute”, Scientiic American, vol. XCII, no. 

�0, March ��, �905, pp. �97 and �0�-�03.

powerful presses were used to produce many small parts, including 
the #5’s signature ribbon spool covers (see bottom right of image).� 
Once blanks of smaller parts were formed, they were then completed, 
along with larger parts, through buing and polishing. For example, 
this image shows the buing and polishing area of the Oliver factory 
where the model �’s outsourced “gray metal” iron base casting (see top 

let) and type levers (in 
bin near the bottom) 
were prepared for sur-
face treatments, such 
as painting or nickel-
ing.9 In this �905 im-
age we ind many small 
parts for the #6 at the 
Remington factory be-
ing dried ater being 
nickel-plated in vats.�0 
And at the Underwood 
factory (Hartford, 
Conn.), we see women 
in the same year inish-
ing prepared parts with 
paint (“Japanning”) 
and decals.�� More-
over, most of the larger 
manufacturers made 
their own platens, as 
we see here those made 
for the #� or #4 in the 
Smith-Premier fac-
tory (Syracuse, N.Y.) 
in �90�.�� Another ex-
ample of parts making 
involved creating types 
for typebar machines 
and type sectors and 
type wheels for type-
element designs. An 
example of the latter is 
the engraving of a steel 
die for molding rubber 
to form type sectors at 
the Hammond factory 
in ��96 in New York 
(next page).�� 
  he inalizing of 
parts manufacture 
oten included drill-
ing as the next to last 
step or inal step in 

8. From “Production Eiciency in Typewriter Building: Methods Developed by 

the Oliver Typewriter Company, Woodstock, Ilinois for Manufacturing, Assem-

bling, Etc.- Employee’s Organizations,” Iron Age, January �, �9�3, pp. 65-70.

9. From a ca. �900 trade catalog, he Oliver Typewriter: he No. 3 Models, pp. �8-�9.

�0. For source, see �905 Scientiic American article above. 

��. From a �905 Underwood trade catalog, A Day with the Makers of a Writing 

Machine, covs + 30 pp.; Herman Price collection. 

��. From the in-house company publication Smith-Premier Bulletin, vol. 3, no. 6, 

May-June, �907, cov. Bob Aubert collection.

�3. From “he Manufacture of the Hammond Typewriter,” Scientiic American, 

�888, vol. LXXIV, no. �0, cover (p. �50). Ed Neuert collection.
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their production. As 
we have seen above at 
the Remington factory, 
large-scale machine drills 
might be used for this 
function. However, espe-
cially in smaller factories, 
less grandiose drill presses 
were utilized at this late 
stage of parts production. 
For example, this ��9� 
image shows a single-
function drill press in use 
(near front) and related i-
nal iling of the parts (on 

let at bench) at the factory manufacturing the Densmore # � and # 
�.�4

 he creation of sub-assemblies for typewriters required the bring-
ing together of parts to create a larger part of the total machine. In 
larger factories, these sub-assembies were oten created in an area 

separate from one in 
which the full assembly of 
the typewriter took place. 
In essence, sub-assem-
blies were in those cases 
treated as parts in them-
selves. One of the earliest 
known images illustrat-
ing the construction of a 
sub-assembly is this one 
at Remington in ����.�5 
he upper frame of the 
#� typewriter has already 

been assembled, and the worker is seen here installing and aligning 
typebars as the next stage of the making of the upper portion of the 

machine. his alignment 
was only the irst of at 
least three built into the 
manufacturing process. 
he creation of a type-
basket sub-assembly is il-
lustrated at a later histori-
cal point in this photo-
graph of making them for 
the #�0 at the Remington 

�4. From a trade catalog, he Densmore, �89�, p. �9.

�5. From Scientiic American, �888, p. 375 (see above). 

factory in �90�.�6 
And, as seen in 
this �905 illus-
tration at Under-
wood, their #5 
design required 
the construction 
of the whole pri-
mary frame as a sub-assembly.�� 
 In the cases of both smaller and larger manufacturers, a separate 
factory space and production stage was designated for inal assem-
bly. he large majority of all surviving images concerning typewriter 
manufacturing show aspects of this stage. While the overall process 
might be generally described, usually detailed information on as-
sembly tasks performed by men and women is absent. hus, we know 
that in larger factories, and occasionally in smaller ones, assembly ar-
eas were organized through parallel rows of work benches or tables, 
and these were oten in rooms bordered by other tables near the ends 
of the parallel tables. his arrangement was related to the breaking 
down of assembly into sub-stages, so that most workers faced the 
same direction, with assembly moving from one table behind the 
next row of workers until all of the parts and sub-assemblies had been 
attached to form the whole typewriter. he number of tasks assigned 
to each worker varied signiicantly from one company to another as 
well as in the history of a single 
company’s production. Gener-
ally speaking, each worker per-
formed more tasks in assembly 
at smaller companies and in the 
earlier histories of larger com-
panies. At larger companies, as-
sembly tended to involve higher 
degrees of task specialization 
in assembly as the factories ex-
panded their production. Earli-
er and smaller company assem-
bly are indicated in this �905 
image illustrating the assembly 
of Lamberts at the factory in Dieppe, France.�� Larger-scale assem-
bly is represented in this �90�-� photograph of the Oliver assembly 
room. In the image, the inal stages of the construction of #5 type-
writers begins on the far right. Each worker at each succeeding table 
performed a single task and moved the resulting framework to the 
viewer’s let, table to table, until the completed, tested, and adjusted 
typewriter sat on the last one on the let. Between these two extremes 

�6. Ed Neuert collection.

�7. See �905 Underwood trade catalog above.

�8. La Revue Dactylographique, June�908, p.�78. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
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of specialization are found the assembly of the Blickensderfer Elec-
tric in �9��,�9 with much of the assembly done by each worker, and a 
greater specialization of assembly tasks (but less specialized than the 
single one at Oliver) is found in an image made at the Smith-Premier 
factory in �90�. his image illustrates the attachment of connecting 
rods (called “wiring” at that time) and attachment to the frame of 
some other parts before the result was passed on to the next work 

bench and another worker for additional assembly tasks.�0 Similarly, 
in this middle area of the continuum of assembly task approaches the 
assembly of the Crandall New Model illustrated in this ��9� photo-
graph involves some construction tasks for each worker.�� While no 
captioning is included with it, the image may be interpreted as most 
probably showing two production table sets, with the base or frame 
moving from the back to the front on the viewer’s let and from the 
front to the back on the right. It is probable that completion, testing 
and adjustment are completed in the right row from the middle to-

wards the back.
 he last stage of typewriter production involved testing and ad-
justment. hroughout the near-century-long production of typewrit-
ers in North America, typewriter production did not emphasize very 
high precision and interchangeability of parts. Instead, they focused 

�9. From Guide to Nature, �9�3. See complete reference above. 

�0. From the Smith-Premier Bulletin, �907. See above for complete reference. 

��. Assembly room, Ideal Typewriter Co. factory, Groton, NY. By �898, the manu-

facturer of Crandall models had changed its name, but the owners were primarily 

the same as for the Crandall Manufacturing Co. In �90�, the company name was 

again changed, becoming the American Visible Typewriter Co. Dennis Clark 

collection.

on testing and adjustment at 
several stages, with the ulti-
mate emphasis on these tasks 
as the last step in produc-
tion.�� Oten, inal testing and 
adjustment took place as the 
last step in assembly of a type-
writer, as seen above in the 
�90�-0� Oliver photograph 
above and in this �9�� image 
(upper right) at the Urania-
Perkeo factory in Germany.�� 
But, more oten, these tasks 
were performed in separate 
spaces as a fully separate 
stage by workers with special-
ized skills. his is seen in the 
�9�� image of adjusters at the 
Blickensderfer factory and 
in the ���� engraving of the 
inal alignment adjusters at 
the Remington factory, both 
near the beginning of this 
article. his separation of the 
inal production stage is also 
well illustrated in an ��9� 
image showing technicians 
“inishing” Densmore #� and 
#� machines in the factory 
in New York City,�4 as well 
as one of the inal aligning 
room for the #� at the Oliver 
factory in about �900.�5 Final 
testing and adjustment could 
also be performed before the 
completion of the typewriter, 
as can be seen in this ca. �950 
photograph of the process on 
the Underwood Touchmaster 
model. Lastly, sample testing 
was also performed even ater 
each machine had been tested 
and adjusted. For example, 
the sound level of a Continen-
tal Silenta is being tested in 
this �9�4 photograph.�6 
 hrough etchings, origi-
nal photographs, and other 
images we can witness the creation of typewriters, their irst chapter. 
hrough our love and care, our stewardship as collectors, we are writ-
ing the latest chapter of their existence, hoping that it will be read by 

��. his is a well-supported fundamental thesis of Don Hoke’s book noted above. 

�3. As part of the modiications in its production process to produce the #5, Oliver 

added a step that required that each machine be further tested on what the com-

pany  called an “exerciser” machine that further checked the overall functioning 

of the machine. he Urania image is From Büro Bedarf Rundschau, April, �9�3, 

Waldbauer collection via Bert Kerschbaumer.

�4. From a trade catalog, he Densmore [#� and #�], �89�, p. ��.

�5. From trade catalog, he Oliver Typewriter: he No. 3 Models, ca. �900, pp.�8-�9.

�6. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
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On October 6, a festive ceremony at the Milwaukee Public Museum 
celebrated our favorite Milwaukee product. Thanks largely to the 

initative of Tom Fehring, an industrial archeologist in that city and ac-
tive member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Commit-
tee on History and Heritage, the ASME honored the Sholes & Glidden 
Type Writer as a Historic Mechanical Engineering Landmark. The S&G is 
ASME’s 249th landmark, a designation that has been bestowed on accom-
plishments ranging from mills and steam engines to industrial processes 
and space rockets, all of which represent progress in the evolution of me-
chanical engineering and signiicance to society in general.. 
 It was in a machine shop in Milwaukee, in the mid-1860s, that Chris-
topher Latham Sholes and Carlos Glidden went to work on a writing ma-
chine that they envisioned to be functional and reliable. Advancing ideas 
and concepts from earlier failed attempts to design a usable typewriter, the 
two inventors, along with Samuel Soulé, Mathias Schwalbach and others, 
toiled for nearly seven years, urged on by investor James Densmore. Dens-
more continuously prodded Sholes to test and tweak the design in order 
to improve functionality, reliability and ease of use—essentially moving 
the design from a rough model to a marketable, mass-produced product. 
Their design was ultimately outsourced to E. Remington & Sons of Ilion, 
New York. Remington agreed to have their lead mechanics, William Jenne 
and Jeferson Clough, rework the machine and to produce a minimum of a 
thousand machines under contract to the Sholes & Glidden company. The 
factory production of the S&G, beginning in 1874, inally made available 
a machine that enabled a skilled operator to “produce original documents 
faster than possible by hand,” says ASME in a bronze plaque presented to 
the museum.
 In speaking at the ceremony, Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett noted the 
juxtaposition of the ceremony with the recent death of Steve Jobs, CEO 
and co-founder of Apple Computer. It is ironic that, 138 years after the in-
vention of the Type Writer, the world continues to use the keyboard layout 
that Sholes developed in order to minimize the jamming of keys on his 
manual typewriter. 
 Other speakers, including Al Muchka of the Milwaukee Public Mu-
seum, noted the impact the Sholes & Glidden had on society. The inven-
tion created signiicant increases in workforce productivity. It also created 
a demand for typists that enabled women to enter the business world in 
unprecedented numbers.
 Tom Fehring noted that in the mid-1860s, Sholes and the other inven-
tors came together at the Charles F. Kleinsteuber machine shop in Mil-
waukee. “Local machine shops like Charles Kleinsteuber’s pervaded the 
post-Civil War culture of invention and mechanization in Milwaukee,” 
he said. “The shops were an outgrowth of the extensive manufacturing 
activity that established roots here, and in many cases attracted ‘tinkers’ 
and would-be inventors who went on to create their own manufacturing 
irms.”
 The Milwaukee Public Museum, which opened to the public in 1884, 
houses more than 4.5 million objects and hosts nearly half a million visitors 
each year. The Sholes & Glidden now on display is only one of 876 items in 
the museum’s typewriter collection, founded by Carl Dietz. The collection 
has long been in storage and has experienced some deterioration, but the 
machines are now being restored thanks to a $250,000 federal grant. Some 
highlights from the collection have recently been featured in media stories. 
We can all agree that it’s good to see early typewriters getting attention in 
the city that gave birth to the American typewriter industry. ±

A limited number of illustrated brochures from the ceremony, written by Tom Feh-
ring in consultation with Peter Weil, are free to ETCA members on request. Write to 
Richard Polt to request one.

The Sholes & Glidden is Honored in Milwaukee

Descendants of Mathias Schwalbach at the ceremony

Tom Fehring (center), Mayor Tom Barrett (right), 
and MPM and ASME representatives
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Since the Middle Ages, thousands 
of Christians from the whole world 

have visited the tomb of the apostle 
St. James in the cathedral of Santiago 
de Compostela, capital of Galicia, in 
northwest Spain. On the outskirts of 
Santiago is the “Ciudad de la Cultura,” 
a huge architectural complex of stone 
and glass that currently houses another 

“pilgrimage site” for typewriter devo-
tees: the exhibit “Typewriter: A histo-
ria escrita a máquina,” which features a 
selection from the collection of the Sir-
vent brothers, one of the best in Europe. 
It began on June 24 and will continue 
until January 8, 2012.

The Sirvent collection began in the 
1940s when the father, Alfredo, opened 
an oice machine shop in Vigo, in 
southern Galicia. He kept many of the 
machines that passed through his shop, 
and his ive sons added to the collection 
over the years. It now numbers 3500 
pieces, many of them restored, which 
are carefully conserved in the large, 
climate-controlled basement of their 
designer furniture business. When the 
Sirvent brothers got the opportunity to 
display this treasure, they faced a di-
lemma: “I chose 800 machines; then I 
reduced the number to 500, then 300, 
and inally to the 160 that appear in the 
catalogue. I didn’t know which I could 
eliminate anymore,” remembers Alfre-
do Sirvent, Jr. In the end, 143 typewrit-
ers were put on display.

The “Typewriter” show presents the 
evolution of the machine over more 
than a century of production. A rep-
lica of the Malling-Hansen from the 
Leipzig Museum greets visitors. You 

then follow a black carpet that repre-
sents a typewriter ribbon. It brings you 
to a “holy relic”: a Sholes & Glidden on 
its original table. A vintage poster for 
the family business—“Casa Sirvent, 
Typewriters, Repairs”—is followed by a 
room where practically the whole gam-
ut of machines manufactured in the late 
19th century is displayed, most of them 
model 1 or the equivalent: Reming-
ton, Caligraph, Smith Premier, Ham-
mond, Sun index, Odell, Fitch, Brooks, 
National, World, Munson, Columbia,  
Hammonia, Kosmopolit…. They ap-
pear in chronological order and are 
also grouped by their mechanical fea-
tures. It’s like a Sixtine Chapel of the 
typewriter, with the works of its irst 

“apostles”: Christopher (Sholes), James 
(Hammond), George (Yost), Charles 
(Carlos Glidden and Charles Spiro), 
Frank (Lambert), Lucien (Crandall) and 
Franz Xaver (Wagner).

As you continue, there are all sorts of 
models—some that determined the de-
velopment of typewriters (Underwood 
1), others than anticipated mechanisms 
used a century later (the Victor index 
with its “daisy wheel”), and some that 
soon failed (Polygraph 1, Edison Mimeo-
graph, or Thürey). The aicionado look-
ing for unique or nearly unique pieces 
will ind a Conqueror, possibly the only 
one made in England after World War 
I (see ETCetera no. 78); a nickeled Vic-
toria (Spain, 1915; see ETCetera no. 86); 
or a Royal Grand that almost went un-
noticed in a Breker auction—but not by 
Alfredo Sirvent (ETCetera no. 85).

The exhibit displays everything 
from practically handcrafted devices, 

such as the Hogar from Spain, made 
almost completely of wood (ETCetera 
no. 91), to sophisticated gold-plated 
portables. The extensive Sirvent col-
lection includes machines with his-
torical peculiarities such as a Lexicon 
80, made in Spain in the early ’50s by 
Hispano-Olivetti, which has a Russian 
keyboard—at a time when the Franco 
dictatorship prohibited any contact 
with the USSR!

The show includes advertising post-
ers, ribbon tins, typing manuals, and 
contemporary art inspired by the type-
writer. A surprising and entertaining 
video shown on a large screen shows ac-
tor Michael Winslow’s amazing ability 
to reproduce the sound of 34 diferent 
typewriters. Everything is collected in 
an excellent 200-page catalogue that 
includes documented photos of all the 
items on display. Some interesting texts 
sum up the landmarks in typewriter 
history, emphasizing the social impact 
of the machine. Richard Polt writes 
on “The Rise, Fall—And Rebirth?—of 
the Typewriter.” The exhibit ends with 
an Underwood 5 available for kids who 
may never have seen a typewriter. Al-
fredo Sirvent has often disentangled its 
typebars.

While the medieval town of Santiago 
de Compostela lives largely around the 
tourism attracted by the tradition of 
the apostle, its modern “Culture City” 
is a worth the pilgrimage for typewriter 
lovers and collectors. ±

The exhibit catalogue (trilingual in Galician, 
Spanish, and English) is available for €30 + 
shipping. Contact Richard Polt for details.

A (Typewriter) Pilgrim in Santiago
by Javier Romano

Alfredo Sirvent and Javier Romano contemplating 
backstroke typewriters: North’s (#�6��), 

Fitch A (#1988) and Brooks (#11�0).

José, Ricardo, Luis, Alfredo and Juan Sirvent
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Show & Tell ...........................................................................

I have been collecting typewriters for only two years, as a way of coping with not one, but two knee surgeries. I’m an inspirational photography/
art instructor put out of commission for a bit; if your knees aren’t working, you can’t do your profession for a while! In addition, I have a 

Graphic Design/Art background, I used to set type for the letterpress, and I adore man-made works of art—that is, typewriters! he Art Deco 
period resonates quite a bit for me too. Naturally, when I found out that the Remington �B was hard to ind, I felt I was up to the challenge to 
play detective from the conines of my desk and computer, to see if I could possibly ind this elusive “beast.” My artist antennae were quivering 
big time! he cowling on the typer was rather strange, as it reminded me of a black beetle, ready to work at some task. he lowing dark lines, 
interrupted by the briefest of decals, a simple statement, screamed Art Deco to me, and pulled at my heartstrings. In a space of less than a year, I 
stumbled on not one, but three of them! What’s interesting is the typer went through an evolution of sorts, but I experienced it in reverse. 
 My irst Remington �B arrived in a odd, homemade wooden box sometime in May of �0�0. I thought 
the previous owner had done something awful to the typewriter’s case, or was simply being resourceful—as 
I’ll explain below. he logo on the paper table said “Remington �B” in a lovely Art Deco typeface. Serial 
number: C�0�556. According to Richard Polt’s Classic Typewriter Page, only 50�6 of these were made, 
with the serial ranging from C�00000 to C�050�5, from July to December �9�5.
 I found my second �B in early January of �0��, with a hardboard black case. Perhaps everyone was 
recovering from the holidays, as I found this one on eBay with no other bidders. Serial number: C�0�456.
 Just when I thought things wouldn’t get any better, along comes the best one of all! I think it was early March; I was “cruising” eBay and 
stumbled on a listing that was about to close. here was no time to consult my partner in crime (AKA the hubby, who also collects typers and 
helps me with the repairs, as he is mechanically inclined). I simply did a knee jerk reaction, and was able to win the auction. What is so special 

about yet another Remington �B? What caught my eye was this:  Clearly on the paper table it said … 
Remington � Bank in a Times Roman-like typeface, despite the striped box. I learned from Richard Polt’s 
Remington Portable site that the black, silver-striped cardboard box cover was ofered with the early 
models of the �B. Deep down, I just knew, the “� Bank” logo was signiicant … but why? Finally, right 
before shipping me the typer, the seller gave me terriic news: the serial is... ready for this?  C�000��, the 
earliest known Remington � Bank/�B ever produced! 

 here are no real mechanical design changes, but merely a possible marketing ploy for Remington to better sell their typer. “� Bank” did not 
make sense to the buyer, so they simpliied the name. From a typography design point of view, I do ind it interesting that the  � Bank typeface 
was Times Roman, whereas the box cover contained “Remington” in a lovely Art Deco typeface, a design mismatch of sorts. Perhaps Remington 
was using in-stock decals to label the early machine, until the Art Deco version could be readily available. �B would be a lovely shorthand for 
their model number, and elegant, much like the Remington 5 typewriters—though the keyboard really is a �.5 bank design! 
 In hindsight, I think I now know why my irst �B is in a very rough, handmade box! he black cardboard, silver-striped cover doesn’t adhere 
to the base, it lops rather loosely, which does make it diicult to transport the typer, as there’s no handle either. I suspect  my irst �B had this 
limsy box cover too. Could this be an indicator that Remington changed their case design, sometime shortly ater this machine? My second �B 
has the traditional black case with a missing handle, and its serial is less than a thousand away from my irst typer. I’m almost positive that the 
previous owner was being resourceful—and created this box to carry his precious machine safely!
 I sincerely hope you enjoyed my tale of “A Changeling, Before and Ater!”

—Gigi Clark, Oceanside, California
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We all had to learn how to type—whether on a computer keyboard or a typewriter. I’m an instructor, with a Masters in Educational 
Technology, so I’m passionate about how people acquire new information. As part of my research for my thesis, I learned there are 

practical ways to learn by using color coding as a way of reinforcing memory. As a typewriter collector, my curiosity was piqued: how did people 
learn to type in the past, especially children? 
 In �9��, Myrtle R. Keller iled a unique educational-process patent that was denied at irst, then inally accepted in June �9�6. Her patent 
recommended colored keys with animal characters, combined with matching rings to aid the child in learning the keyboard. Corona added these 
special keys via custom order to their Standard, Sterling and Silent lattop typewriters “for an additional fee of $�.49.” he average typewriter 
in those times cost $60. In today’s dollars, this means the colorful typewriter cost the parents a whopping $9��.40 plus the special fee for the 
keys: $40.��, giving us a total of $�,0��.��! I can only think of these parents as giving their child the equivalent of a very expensive iPad with 
accessories!  Obviously, only wealthy parents could aford this. In addition, two manuals were provided: “My Corona Typewriter Book” and, “to 
help little ingers, guide eager young minds,” a parent’s guide. he typewriters were promoted for a short time, the �9�5 Christmas season; ads 
were found in popular magazines such as the November �9�5 Saturday Evening Post. 
 I felt I could never aford one of these, much less see one up close in my lifetime. As I’m a dedicated (teacher and) collector, albeit a relatively 
new one, I took it upon myself to warn eBay sellers of these typewriters about keychoppers. I was able to help three sellers within the past year 
save their typers from “demolition” and in the process, ofer them to collectors. Based on my research, only about ten lattop Corona Animal 
typewriters are in existence. here are also two Speedline models that were made in the Forties. Of the lattop models, #5 was keychopped, and 
#� was partially chopped or missing keys before the seller was alerted by others to discontinue the auction, and relisted it for collectors. One 
seller I advised banned keychoppers from bidding roughly an hour before his auction was to close! he joy in my heart was tremendous—it’s like 
saving the whales! he resulting price was quite low, dare I say, afordable even. I took one look at my husband, and he said go for it! Needless to 
say, I’m the proud owner of the Corona Animal Typewriter (#�C�9��6�)! And get this: the top row of keys has mathematical symbols. But wait! 
My story gets better.
 Fast forward a few more months: I discovered a rare Corona Colored Keys Typewriter (#�C��4�90). hus far, only two of these typers, 
designed for adults and older children, are known to exist; one was sold in March of this year, and this one I’m telling you about. I contacted 
the seller prior to the auction ending to warn her of keychoppers; she’s a lovely lady who was selling this for her �6-year-old father. he daughter 
remembered playing with this typewriter growing up. Her dad received it 
for his thirteenth birthday. I love having typers with a past history; it gives 
them so much depth!
 Now for the crazy ending of my tale: he day before my birthday, a 
listing shows up for the Corona Animal Typewriter rings! I was told only 
two sets are known to exist (one a complete set of 9, the other an incomplete 
set of �), and now this mysterious third set appears! I contacted the seller, 
made friends with him, waited forever for this auction to end—and, gulp, 
bid a tidy wad of stashed funds to win the rings! Can you believe I’m shaking 
all over again, just writing this for you? I’m so delighted to share this with 
you all, as it’s one of those things that has to be seen to be believed! I truly 
wanted to bring these two items together, and my quest continues ... for the 
manuals! Gotta say this: Hooray for Education! 
 Warmly, Gigi Clark

...........................................................................Two tales from 19��
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From Our Members

Silvano Donadoni shares these amazing before-and-after pictures of his 
Standard checkwriter—and a Red Hot (Universal check-) Writer too!

USBtypewriterUSBtypewriterUSB

Introducing...

A new breakthrough in the field of obsolescence!

Our circuitry can convert any manual typewriter 

into a keyboard for PC or Mac computers! 

(It also works with the iPad, as shown here.)

Perform the conversion yourself, or

choose one of our many pre-made models!

visit www.usbtypewriter.com for details
Also from Silvano, a portrait of a giant—an Olivetti Contabile, 

circa 19�0, from the collection of Giuseppe Gotta.

Bert Kerschbaumer’s wide-carriage Oliver no. � (#1�08�9)

ADVERTISEMENT

Poster stamp for the German 
distributor of the Visigraph, 
from Peter Weil, who writes, 

“I suspect that most Visig-
raphs were sold in Europe 

and were destroyed for vari-
ous reasons during WWII.”

Jett Morton’s new Oliver 
no. 6 (#D���6), with a very 
unusual German keyboard 
(QWERTZUIKP) that 

includes the character below. 
Is it a “delete” symbol as used 

in proofreading?
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Vol. 23, no. 4, November 2011
• IBM Selectric turns 50
• Typewriter tattoos
• Meeting at Herman Price’s in West Virginia
• The Edland legend—and a newfound Edland
• One of Jett Morton’s favorite Olivers
• The Remington portable (#1) on Mt. Everest

No. 40, September 2011
• André Boisard and his Remington 2
• Typewriter and related inventors, 1714-1808
• 18th c. inventors Julien Le Roy, Pierre Jaquet-Droz, 
and Joseph Bramah

October 2011
• Schnaittach, Essen, & SW German meetings
• Fraktur typefaces and a new font
• Alois Brefka’s new museum in Stuhr

A

ro
und 

the World
Historische Bürowelt (HBw) is the magazine of the Interna-
tionales Forum Historische Bürowelt (IFHB), a German-
language association of oice equipment collectors. HBw 

and ETCetera have agreed to publish brief accounts of each 
other’s articles on typewriters. HBw focuses on techni-

cal and historical research; it includes English summaries. 
The IFHB also publishes HBw-Aktuell, an almost-monthly 

newsletter about current events in the collecting world, with 
English translation. The association recently provided its 

members with a searchable data DVD containing the irst 84 
issues of HBw (1982-2011) and the 2000-2010 issues of HBw-
Aktuell. More information about the IFHB can be found at 

www.ifhb.de or through Richard Polt, polt@xavier.edu.

No. 85, September 2011

• The DMG Typewriter, by 
Manfred Rommel: Daimler Mo-
toren-Gesellschaft (DMG) got 
into the typewriter business in 
the 1920s with a patented of-
ice machine, but from 1924 
to 1927 only about 1200 type-
writers were built, decorated 
with the famous three-pointed 
star. (They could not be called 
Mercedes because that name 
had been licensed to a separate 
typewriter manufacturer in 
1914.) Most seem to have been used in Daimler factories. 
Today only two are known to exist.

• Interview with Kurt Ryba, by Lothar K. Friedrich: The 
founder of the Peter Mitterhofer Typewriter Museum 
in Partschins, Italy also collects nautical items, cameras, 
watches, miniature radios, and books about World War 
I. He believes there remains more to be discovered in the 
ield of adding machine history than in typewriter history.

• To the Keyboard! by Matthias Reinshagen: Old typewrit-
ers aren’t just for the display case. We should learn from 
car collectors and appreciate the enjoyment we can still 
get by using our machines.

• The Spatial Typewriter, by Jörg Thien: An Olympia SG1 
was modiied to control a 3x3 set of horizontal bars, ar-
ranged in a vertical frame. The bars can be raised, low-
ered, and tilted to represent letters of the alphabet, which 
are “stored in the memory of the observer.”

• A Strangely Modiied Olympia 8, by Michael Tiltack: The 
front of this typewriter was modiied so that the keyboard 
emerges from a odd, curved, wooden panel. Why? — The 
October issue of HBw-Aktuell had the answer: the type-
writer was made to it into a sound-deadening case!

Also in this issue:
• Olympia adding machines
• On the history of photography
• Technical University of Chemnitz
• 1980 3M lettering system

Marketplace
For sale: 200+ typewriters. See them on typecove.com. 

William Lawson, williamburtonlaw@hotmail.com.
For sale: aluminum Blick 9. 

Tony Casillo, typebar@aol.
com.

For sale: reproduction Ham-
mond spools. $45 a set for 
ETCA members. 
 John Lewis,  
djanteks@comcast.net.

Wanted: For my Typewriter 
Archives, in the theoreti-
cal corner of our typewriter 
community, I am searching for original magazines on 
typewriters, typewriting vs. stenography, and so on, like 
The Phonographic World, Browne’s Phonographic Monthly, 
Typewriter Times, or early articles from other magazines. 
Original books before 1940 are very welcome too. I 
am also looking for typewriting manuals and “instruc-
tors” especially before 1900, as well as for other written 
archivalia. Jos Legrand, jjlegrand@hetnet.nl.
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 I cannot tell you how excited and 
pleased I am about the September ET-
Cetera. The fantastic stories on the two 
previously-unknown machines are dream 
ones for those of us who entered all of this 
dreaming of such mechanical wonders. 
Your piece on the Olympia and the little 
focus piece on the transformation of the 
ugly duckling Underwood are the kinds 
of stories that are dragging (through fas-
cination and enjoyment) those of us that 
were literal about the early typewriter 
collectors’ association, when we started, 
to dance to the rhythms of 20th-century 
portables.  
 And, now, we car-loving typewriter 
collectors have a new speculative chal-
lenge—we could hold a contest for the 
best answer to the question: if a Yetman 
racer (p. 9) went up against an Oliver #3 
racer (and any other typewriters ever 
advertised as images of typewriters rac-
ing—Postal?), which would win and why?
 

Peter Weil
Newark, Del.

 I just received the new ETCetera. At 
irst look on the front page, I thought 
I saw a Hooven Automatic Typewriter 
Perforator. But inside I found that it is a 
Traeger Morse Typewriter. Please look at 
the pictures of my Hooven. It seems that 
both machines are based on the same 
mechanical design.

Thomas Fürtig
Bamberg, Germany

Robert Messenger and I suspect that the resem-
blance is coincidental.

 I have been reading the last three is-
sues of ETCetera and, although I am re-
ally an adding machine collector, I keep 
being captivated by the interesting arti-
cles and beautiful photos of the old type-
writers.

Martin Reese
Hamburg, Germany

 I am a Florida historian searching 
for information on James B. Hammond. 
Hammond owned a yacht named Loung-
er. He was a member in the 1890s of the 
Biscayne Bay Yacht Club (BBYC) and is 
known to have painted the menu for at 
least one BBYC dinner. For a book on 
Florida I am writing an article which 

will include extensive materials on this 
dinner and the menu.
 In September 1891 The Tropical Sun 
wrote about Cocoanut Grove that “Mr. 
Hammond of typewriter fame … and 
other prominent men make this their 
winter home. They have a ine yacht club, 
which next year will have forty yachts 
in it.” And on January 15, 1895: “The 
handsomest foreign craft on the Lake 
[Worth?] today is the yacht Lounger. 
Her owner and occupant is Jas. B. Ham-
mond, of New York, of typewriter fame, 
the irst man known to have undertaken 
successfully the construction of a type-
writer, although the Remington was 
irst put on the market. The Lounger is 
47 feet long, 15 feet beam, is oicered by 
captain, mate, and cook all experienced 
yachtsmen, and the boat is itted up with 
every convenience and luxury that mon-
ey can buy. The owner is an approach-
able, pleasant gentleman and cordial to 
all who meet him.”
 Any further information on his yacht, 
or his stays in Cocoanut Grove and/or 
south Florida would be much appreci-
ated.

Susannah Worth
sworth@consultant.com

Letters New on the Shelf
Richard Amery: Imperial 50 (1928-9), 

Olivetti Linea 88 
Lars Borrmann: Fox 20, Titania 3, TW-

frame shoe stand, Underwood ribbon 
spool holder candlesticks

Tony Casillo: Edland
Gigi Clark: Olympia-Plana, blue/gold 

Conti. Wanderer, Remington 3 Bank 
#100072, Rem. Noiseless Jr., 1939 
World’s Fair Remette, Fox Sterling, 2 
Rooy ports., Monpti, Corona animal 
kbd. & rings, 2 Cole-Steels, 2 ABCs, 
2 AMCs, Pullman A, 2 ‘36 Corona 
Specials, ‘26 black/chrome Royal port, 
‘30 yellow Vogue Royal port., Baldwin 
(Consul), Gossen Tippa B & Lady & 
Boy & Pilot, Groma Kolibri Luxus, 
Bambino, MW, Corona Jr., Rhein-
metall KST, Optima P1, 2 Royal Jrs., 
RC Allen Musicwriter, Russian Groma 
Kolibri, Underwood Ace & 3 Deluxe 
Quiet Tabs, Aztec 700, Optima Super, 
Barr Universal, Forto (Consul)

Nick Fisher: Molle #4827 (joining 
#4828!), Oliver 4 #D386, Protos #3719

Thomas Fürtig: Helma 3
Adam Golder: Olympia SM4, Remington 

2, Royal KMH
Juan Ramón Gracia: Champion, 1889 

National 1a & 1b, Yost 1
Bert Kerschbaumer: big Oliver 3 (p. 1�)
Flavio Mantelli: McCool, treadle Sholes 

& Glidden #1805
Fransu Marín: Typo
Robert Messenger: Remington 7, Por-

tex, Perkeo, Winsor, Alpina, Olivetti 
Studio 42 & Lettera DL, Swissa Pic-
cola, Invicta, Royal Skylark, Antares 
Domus, Imperial Good Companion 8, 
Triumph Gabriele 2, Citizen, Italian-
made Rover 5000, 4 IBM Selectrics— 
“plus boxfuls of golfballs, ribbons, etc.  
if anyone wants any.”

Jett Morton: Oliver 6, Olivetti Lettera 
33, Remington Paragon 12, Remington 
Ten Forty, Royal Dart

John Payton: Brosette, IBM Selectric II, 
Merritt, Ol. Lettera 22, Oliver 7 & 9, 
wide-carr. Remington #LP40107 with 
decimal tab, Remington Ten Forty, 
Royal Ensign, Rooy standard, Vari-
Typer

Ettore Poccetti: Reliance Visible
Richard Polt: Adler Privat, Olympia SM1, 

Sholes & Glidden #A1119
Sirvent bros.: Corona animal kbd. #1C-

19993, Dea 2, Invicta 4 #3727, green 
Orga Privat 3 #160194, Smith Premier 
10 (18" dec. tab.) #88940

Mark Taf: Yost 1, Fay-Sho 5 bronze
Peter Weil: Victor 3 #15799
Reinmar Wochinz: Hammonia

Traeger Morse typewriter

Hooven Automatic perforator (Fürtig collection)
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